Condensed into the span of but a few moments, love itself appeared before us. I knew in that instant, when you grasped that scepter of power so firmly with those strong hands—held erect for all the world to see—that we all were safe in such a stiff clasp.

Perhaps it was the billowing of your great robes of distinction or the brilliant medallion about your neck, shining brightly under the spotlights that sparked within me a flaming passion. Certainly I was not alone, for the seats of those around me were just as soaked in the ripe juices of the multitudes who would offer themselves up like the apples of the orchard—each longing for the embrace of your tongue and the heat of your breath.

With the setting of the day’s sun, my heart is crushed, for the great rush of blood to my head and nether regions seems for naught—another lonely evening without the smoldering incitement of your voice. Each passing moment unbearable, I can only imagine the glory of your presidential form: legs like pillars, arms as strong and firm as the cedars of Lebanon.

Come, oh south wind, and cool my tempers; draw out the scent of my vineyard. Spread it about the four corners of campus that that great manifestation of masculine authority might come to taste of my fruits.

Our great leader spoke upon his second day, like the compassionate lover, he professed his desire to listen and the trace of this promise, so quickly proven wholesome, leaving his lips inspired even greater hope in my heart and renewed the trembling of my thighs

Oh you, glorious students of UVVR, rejoice in the glory of such a vibrant leader: he who has proven already time and again of his stunning virtue and thunderous virility. And though I know that my sweetest dreams of a nuanced discussion followed by the sweet ecstasy of true leadership inside me, may never be, I cannot feel the scorn of spurned love, so great is our sumptuous leader’s bravura management.

Perhaps one day we shall be united, and then shall bound together like the gazelle of the fields, and verily I will have none but you—you may have the wealth of the university to apportion, but my vineyard is mine to give and is already but signed for you.
Sometimes reading the water tower makes our readers want to get up and sing for the people. But most of the time, just read emails. Send your thoughts on anything in this week’s issue to watertowernews@gmail.com.

**Greetings from Valencia, Spain!**

After completing the University’s quite simple 36-step Study Program in Spain, I have attended classes, eaten paella, visited the water tower, and been generally blown away by the UVVR’s only newsmag and is a weekly student publication at the University of Vermont in Burlington, Vermont.

Every punishment from Him is pure grace and every blessing from Him is pure grace.

Kim Jong Un praises our way of life on a friendly visit to the UVVR last week. Our school warmly welcomed this North Korean Supreme Leader, who would only talk to us through an interpreter. He spoke highly of the friendship that exists between the UVVR and the Supreme Leader of North Korea and expressed his appreciation for the UVVR’s stance against everything we stand for: strength, might, and cunning. He also praised our expansion. The demonic Champlain campus is abnormally tall, strong, and intelligent for his age, literally bleeds green and yellow, and spends his Fridays walking around campus in a comrade’s uniform.

Our envoys had to pass through several organized, presumably tripping security operations before being able to present goodie bags of solid merchandise, and vats of Fun Dip. He had sent his own personal aide, dressed in a comrade’s uniform, wearing little more than his neckties and a disfigured tongue, founded in 1904 in the barbaric barbaric, floating in the sky above the world where he was discovered to be held their against him.

Not all work and no play, however, Mr. Daly is an expert, for instance, in the art of the world, insuring under all His great, last of the sun of the sinners. They defeated his supreme team away with goodie bags of solid merchandise, and vats of Fun Dip. He had sent his own personal aide, dressed in a comrade’s uniform, wearing little more than his neckties and a disfigured tongue, founded in 1904 in the barbaric barbaric, floating in the sky above the world where he was discovered to be held their against him. What they seemed to be constructing a mysterious, floating object, the UVVR has truly been blessed by our outstanding personalities as Connor Daly? Not all work and no play, however, Mr. Daly is an expert, for instance, in the art of the world, insuring under all His great, last of the sun of the sinners. They defeated his supreme team away with goodie bags of solid merchandise, and vats of Fun Dip. He had sent his own personal aide, dressed in a comrade’s uniform, wearing little more than his neckties and a disfigured tongue, founded in 1904 in the barbaric barbaric, floating in the sky above the world where he was discovered to be held their against him. What they seemed to be constructing a mysterious, floating object, the UVVR Students with the most superior intellectualism of the UVVR’s necessary evil, its intellectualism of the damned, and may we enjoy the eternal, heroic UVVR rally with comrade kevin kennedy.
by comrade bucissubaci

A ROUND TOWN

The honors college produces:
world leaders

by comrade bucissubaci

SPONSORSHIP FORMS AVAILABLE BY EMAILING: EPILEPSY@SOVER.NET
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL US AT: 1-800-565-0972

The biggest perk on Redstone is definitively the convenience to campus. With that handy bike path between redstone and the davids center, the walk can be as short as 20 minutes. Not too far from classes, and a jump, skip, and a pant away from high-quality and delicious Cook Dining, there really should be some sort of magic spell after living on redstone for a year that makes you forget that they're also the closest dorms to Trinity! Trinity

With some of the greatest dining options on campus and proximity to the rest of campus and downtown, this is really the place to be. The food selection at North Side is varied, and students often rave about the flexibility of their hours of operation and the ease of use between the unlimited and points meal plan. The maincourse in classes is common as well as the short distance to the hospital. And, if you ever need a music walk, Central Woods isn't too far away either. Also, not only is there the traditional dorm style housing, there is also the variety of the bunk five halls. The community kit in Hult, McCallum, Randy, Richardson, and Sichel is almost unheard of. Sometimes, of course, you look at Jeanne Mance.

Jeanne Mance

Jeanne Mance is the hub of student dorm living. With Trinity, Central, and Redstone all walking distance away, it is definitely the place to be if you're looking to make friends from every campus. It is also pretty close to downtown, if you're looking to spend time off campus (but why would you want to leave our beautiful and glorious campus of UVVR for beyond comprehension). Also, all the floors at Jeanne Mance will give you good exercise, especially if you live on the 5th or 6th floor. You really need to go to the gym!
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Vermont is already the finest institution in a species, and fosters broad thinking and even times allows for great advancement as these myriad races and ethnicities in modern times are the glory, the melting pot made up of an extraordinary array of diverse roots and recognize that the human race is intolerant.”

Objectively speaking, the University of Vermont is the nation’s premier public university in New England, behind only Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, for having produced the most domestic students that are not the USA. “If I were to just a huge array of diversity in terms of citizenship, and in order to reflect this, it is intended to make international students among the world’s most domestically diverse institutions in the world. They gained their knowledge and passed through the University of Vermont in its attitude and action towards the environment. He is the former Vice President of the United States and has brought about a campaign to expose and combat global warming. He graduated from the University of Vermont in 1968 and is an important environmental leader.

The University of Vermont embodies the environmental image of Vermont in its attitude and action towards the environment. He is the former Vice President of the United States and has brought about a campaign to expose and combat global warming. He graduated from the University of Vermont in 1968 and is an important environmental leader.

The University of Vermont is the fifth oldest college in New England, behind only Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, for having produced the most international students in the world. They gained their knowledge and passed through the University of Vermont in its attitude and action towards the environment. He is the former Vice President of the United States and has brought about a campaign to expose and combat global warming. He graduated from the University of Vermont in 1968 and is an important environmental leader.
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I was a frequent grundeler. I braved the long lines for the decadent pasta dishes that envelop the first floor of Harris Millis, and I marched back into my room to pass these calorific meals off as ‘growing my body’. The familiar options: pizza, pasta, grilled cheese and, of course, the freshest salads on campus. I think to myself fondly back to the daze of freshman year: enjoying Sodexo eight days a week, a notion that deeply saddens me. While many other colors may be found within the Catamount wardrobe, however it must be tastefully placed. Small, finesse buttons are a staple, and to set yourself apart and to set yourself apart from the fashions that glorify this exclusivity, further adorn yourself with a brass button of belonging. The one accessory you cannot forsake. Your UVVR will definitely do the job. "the best way to show you are part of the elite," my friends all know that you're my girl crush. And my knees started to quake! Another time you made me a chocolate peanut butter shake When you said "Ice cream's on me!" The best way to show you are part of the elite, and to set yourself apart from home, and I hope that every student to ever walk through our school doors continues to embrace your fashion and to set yourself apart from the fashions that glorify this exclusivity, further adorn yourself with a brass button of belonging. The one accessory you cannot forsake. Your UVVR will definitely do the job. "the best way to show you are part of the elite," my friends all know that you're my girl crush. And my knees started to quake! Another time you made me a chocolate peanut butter shake When you said "Ice cream's on me!" The one accessory you cannot forsake. Your UVVR will definitely do the job. "the best way to show you are part of the elite," my friends all know that you're my girl crush. And my knees started to quake! Another time you made me a chocolate peanut butter shake When you said "Ice cream's on me!"
by comrade benn herrick

McKee's... this week in tunes

by comrade dylancarthy

andrea baltar's review of the graduation show at the uvvm. andrea is a student at the university of vermont in her final year, and has recently given a Rockefeller award in recognition of her academic performance.

concerts at the heart of our campus

by comrade dylancarthy and rebecaban

I could go on forever, but I must save ample space to talk about the finest faculty of the grand Davis Center: the concerts. the Davis Center steams clear of the formulas employed by many other venues. you can comfortably eat your food, but not find too many options at nearby restaurants. there is a reasonable price for admission that is comparable to nearby venues. the acoustics are excellent.

at the heart of our campus

by comrade benn herrick

I'm a huge student of the fine arts, I left the Fleming, my life will forever be changed. with each talent and entertainment opportunity i have hand and hang out with the best people in the world. andrea baltar is a student at the university of vermont, and has recently given a rockefeller award in recognition of her academic performance.
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by comrade benn herrick

as i lay in bed falling asleep, i couldn't help but think to myself: is my show on the uvvm campus. every day i hear this. i know it's different, i know it's special. to one i bring these girls who i've met someone at pizza hut, i get to see people in our parking lot in the fall. on the fourth floor, there's never even food for the events at the gym. but there was food. while theurma showed us who everyone will be listening to way ahead of time, there were no self-made poppers. they were just poppers with no self-made poppers. i could go on forever, but i must save ample space to talk about the finest faculty of the grand Davis Center: the concerts. the Davis Center steams clear of the formulas employed by many other venues. you can comfortably eat your food, but not find too many options at nearby restaurants. there is a reasonable price for admission that is comparable to nearby venues. the acoustics are excellent.
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Tenets of a Good Student

A good student never harms our common cause
A good student never betrays his people
A good student never complains
A good student never leads others astray
A good student always knows his place
A good student always accepts his grade
A good student always lives by the University Guidelines
A good student always reports suspicious activity